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Durham

Course changes provide relevancy
by Nancie Stone
Staff Reporter
The 1969-70 University Cata
log reflects extensive “ course
evaluation” by both faculty and
students within all colleges.
The
modifications
in both
course content and approach re
sult from the implementation of
the 4R-4R system next sem ester
and from the growing demand
for revitalization of course of
ferings.
David E llis, academic vicepresident,
ca lls som e of the
changes a “ normal re-evaluation” of courses that have be
come le s s relevant to the Uni
versity community.
E llis mentioned the need for
more “ issue-oriented” pro
gram s, with emphasis on discus
sion, rather than lecture.
Departmental evaluations, said
E llis, have provided “ the op
portunity for faculty members to
re-evaluate their presentation of
m aterials.”
The purpose of the evaluations
is to make courses “ more in
teresting and more important to
the individual student,” continued
E llis.
Agriculture
Re-organization in the College
of Agriculture has resulted in
“ elimination and consolidation”
of course material, according to
Mathias Richards, associate dean
of Agriculture.
The only requirements of the
College of Agriculture are Uni
versity and major requirements,
said Richards.

“ Departmental requirements
are usually quite flexible and
patterned
for the
student’s
ability,” he continued.
The college has concentrated
on course relevance. For ex 
ample, a student and faculty cur
riculum committee in the Home
Economics
Department
has
shifted course emphasis from
clothing and textiles to family
relations and child development.
Technology
According to Tenho S. Kauppinen, assistant dean of the Col
lege of Technology, “ There has
been a basic shift in almost all
technology curriculum, and a r e 
laxation of the total credits r e 
quired.”
Technology has increased the
content of existing courses in
most
ca ses,
and eliminated
courses not directly concerned
with a student’s major, such as
physics.
Curriculum adjustment within
the college has created a greater
em phasis on the administrative
aspect of courses, according to
Richard M ills, assistant dean of
Whittempre School.
A core of six courses required
of all junior business administra
tion
majors have been im ple
mented to povide a more effect
ive se rie s of studies.
All the
courses within the
Whittemore School are scheduled
for four hours. However, each
instructor w ill decide if this
number of hours is necessary,
said M ills.
If the instructor finds that the

Je n ic’s Report gives
students equal shore
by Wayne Worcester
Associate Editor
Do you ever think of student
government? If so, how do you
implement it?
Those are questions asked last
October by R. Stephen Jenks,
chairman of the Committee on
Government Organization. Five
months later this three member
committee succeeded in making
UNH one of the first schools in the
country to have equal studentfaculty representation on the
major policy making body.
Starting in September , the
University Senate w ill be the only
legislative body for University
wide policy. This new 7 7 -mem
ber unicameral structure w ill be
supported by Student and Faculty
Caucuses, and will replace the
present University and Student
Senates.
According to the Jenks Committe Report, issued March 6,
and passed two weeks later by
the University Senate, the new
University committee by bringing
faculty , students, and admin
istrators together to work more
thoroughly toward a set of clear
ly indentified educational goals.
The new University Senate w ill
be composed of 30 Student Sentors , 28 of whom have been
elected by student residents of
equal sized. University-wide vo
ting d istricts. The 29th and 30th
Senators are the ex-officio p resdents of Student Government and
Student Senate.

Thirty faculty members, 12
administrators, and five graduate
students have been elected by
members of sim ilarly appor
tioned University voting districts
Faculty and Student Forums
consisting of all UNHstudents
and faculty members, w ill sup
port the Faculty and Student Cau
cuses and University Senate.
Both forums w ill meet once a
month on the Monday preceding
the monthly meeting of the Uni
versity Senate. The Forums will
provide all members of the Uni
versity Community an opportun
ity to voice their opinions on
all matters of personal concern.
‘The new unicameral system
gives maximum participation to
all members of the University
community on a fair and equi
table b a sis,’ according to the
thirteen members of the now de
funct Jenks Committee.
‘Students w ill be provided a
much stronger voice and much
wider participation in all areas
of University government and de
cision making.’
‘In light of what has had to
happen on other campuses for
students to get represented,this
stands out as an example of a
sincere effort by both the faculty
and students of a unversity to
accept each other as equal,’ said
John Christie a senoir political
science major and former mem
ber of the Jenks Committee.

course can be more effectively
taught through projects outside
the classroom , fewer course
hours will be required.
Liberal Arts
Each department in the College
of Liberal Arts has re-organized
its programs independently.
Survey course requirements
have been cut considerably.
Qualified freshmen, for example,
w ill not have to take English
401 but w ill be allowed to r e g is
ter for sem inar courses. F resh
men not qualified for this pro
gram will be required to take the
401 course.
Since
sophomore
survey
courses are no longer a require
ment in the English Department,
several new 500 and 600 courses
will be opened to sophomores next
year. These include: Introduc
tion to Literary Genres, Intro
duction to C ritical Analysis, Lit
erature and History of Ideas,
and Comparative World Litera
ture.
The Speech and Drama De
partment has changed its cur
riculum along four major lines.
F irst, the general speech and
drama major w ill “ give a good
b asis in the behavioral scien ces
and relate communication prob
lem s to other departments,” ex
plained Joseph Batcheller, chair
man of the Speech and Drama
Department.
Second, the Speech and Hearing
Therapy major has rearranged
its m aterial to accommodate the
4R-4R system , continued Batch
eller.
Third, theater courses w ill
emphasize the “ concepts and
techniques in common between
acting and directing in one in
tegrated program ,” added Batch
eller.
The department’s fourth inno
vation is a basic communications
course, supervised by one in
structor, but also taught by other
instructors to integrate different
aspects of the subject.

High! T H E NEW H A M P S H IR E staff welcomes you to the
beautiful UNH campus from its summer retreat atop Mount
Washington.
(Photo by Winslow)

Welcome . . .
Fortunate *73'

The C lass of ‘73’ is perhaps
the most fortunate of recent
c la sse s to enter UNH.
In
the past the several
groups
to a ssist incoming
Freshmen
throughout Summer and Fall Or
ientation attacked the problem
separately. This year the for
mat has changed.
As usual all Freshmen are re
quired to attend a Summer Coun
seling and Testing period such
as this one.
Once there you
are tested for basic sk ills and
achievement data.
The coun
selo rs overseeing your activity
make their usual effort to break
down the High School inhibitions
but are hampered by an already
busy schedule. So you the F resh
men lost out on gaining insight
to college life from these upper
classm en.
This year the schedule is a
little le s s jammed and structured
affording the counselors time
to orient you to this, your new
environment. But again, they can
only do so much in so little
time so the emphasis on social
interaction and Freshmen invol
vement has been shifted to Fall
Orientation.
For the first time Fall Or
ientation w ill combine the good
qualities of all four Freshmen
directed organizations.
Freshmen Camp, usuallynfour
day affair for 300 Freshmen
w ill return to campus after its
regular program and a ssist the
Fall Orientation Staff. Camp
counselors w ill recreate as much
of the Freshmen Camp atmos
phere as it can through the use

of three skits.
Each skit is centered around
a main theme.
This year the
theme chosen is
ME. The
separate subdivisions
of the
theme are DIRECTION,
RE
FLECTION, and PERFECTION.
All three skits deal prim arily
with the Freshmen experience
as he enters the college en
vironment.
After each skit is
performed sm all,
informal
groups d iscuss its content, re
levance, and explore questions
from the Freshmen.
Sophomore SJ)hinx is a spirit
organization. Traditionally they
razz and haze the Frosh before all
meals and at pre-scheduled ra l
lie s . This year Sphinx is plan
ning a more contructive approach,
in assisting with Fall Orientation
and conducting discussion groups
of its own and providing tours
of the campus.
Also new this year is a le s s
structured format for Fall Orien
tation.
This, it is hoped, w ill
allow you more time to talk in
formally to upperclassm en, fel
low classm en and some faculty
members expected to be roaming
around throughout the program.
An outing is planned for the
Freshmen followed by the trad
itional ‘Beanie Pole Climb’ a
greased pole with the first beanie
on top for the C lass of “ 73” .
The various organizations in
volved in the two programs wish
you a hearty welcome and remind
you that they are more than w il
ling to answer any questions or
help with any problem you may
have.

Life Studies

Changes in Frosh and Soph Curriculum
An executive committee was
elected at an
organizational
meeting May 22 to coordinate the
Life Studies program, which pro
poses a change in the fresh
men and sophomore curriculum.
The committee includes: W il
liam O. Gilsdorf, instructor of
Speech and Drama; G. Harris
Daggett, professor of English;
Richard W. Shrieber , professor
of Botany; Robert G. Condon,
director of the.Counselling and
Testing Center; Hugh Pritchard
of the Service Department; Brodford Cook, student government
president; sophomore Greg Her
bert; and Barbara Meijer.
According to Robert Fried ,
instructor of English, the pur
pose of the Life Studies P ro
gram is ‘to replace distribution
with sem inars to allow freshmen
and sophomores to really part
icipate in their education before
they are involved in their major
departments,’
The program includes ‘inter
disciplinary studies in work
shops’ in which faculty and stu
dents focus their studies on an

issue or an idea, rather than a
department.
The workshops would ‘bring
together studies on vital issu es
rather than background mater
ia l’ and would ‘provide various
departments with students usedto
discussing ideas.’
Ideally, sem inars and work
shops would include 10 students
and upperclassmen would a ssist
these faculty members in the
workshops.
The student assistants in some
ca ses would be allowed to con
duct their own workshops.
Students involved in this pro
gram would represent a random
cro ss-sectio n of the freshman
and sophpmore c la sse s with the
exception of engineering majors
who must begin as freshmen
in that depatrment.
The traditional grading system
would be replaced by personal
evaluations of the students. At
the end of the two-year program
a full evalultion would determine
if these students were ready to
enter their major department.
Freshman students within Life

Studies would not be strictly
limited to the program,’ said
Paul Brockelman, assistant pro
fessor of Philosophy ‘We start
with the principle that it is
up to the student to develop a
wide program in which he can
get involved,’ continued Brock
elman.
‘What we have now is an
atmosphere of survival,’ added
Fried. ‘Students are motivated
to get by, and if this is too much
to get out. Both faculty and stu
dents must feel dynamically in
volved in education.’
The Life Studies Proram must
be approved by the Deans Coun
cil on Experimental Curriculum
before taking effect.
The council is in favor of fos
tering and improving this type of
program, said David E llis acting
Academic V ice- President, and
member of the faculty-student
com m ittee.
E llis listed five improvements
that must be made before the
program can be approved.
F irst, the proposal must in(Continued on page 15)
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G ood ‘‘buys” alive and well in Durham
Students are traditionally poor.
There are exceptions—student
princes and the lik e—but most
students must carefully budget
their money.
Good **buys** are alive and w ell
in Durham and the University.
Several of them are described be
low:
♦Photocopying: Collegiate En
terp rises, on Main Street next
to the Durham House, w ill Xerox
anything to legal size for a nic
kel. The University Bookstore
and Library charge the sam e but

may be out of the way.
♦Books: The University Book
store s e lls all books and most
brands of paperbacks with a lis t
price above $1.25 at a discount
of 20 per cent or greater. The
C o-op, on Rosemary Lane, can
som etim es beat the Bookstore in
p rices, but you can order any book
in print through the Bookstore and
still take advantage of the sam e
savings.
♦School Supplies: The Book
store also s e lls most school sup
p lies at a lower price than at Town

and Campus or the Co-op. Bic
pens (medium point) se ll for 19^
at T&C, and 15^ at the Bookstore,
but T&C has a wider selection of
typing paper, pens and notebook
paper.
♦Newspapers: Town and Cam
pus w ill daily save a copy of the
New York Tim es for you free of
charge. Other stores w ill do the
sam e.
♦Laundry: Great Bay Cleaners
offers faster serv ice and lower
prices than the C o lle y Shop does,
because they cut out the middle-

NOW IN O U R N EW S T O R E "

MAKE 1970
(and the rest of 1969)

A GREAT YEAR FOR
YOU
Now's the time to check your fall ward
robe to make sure you have the clothing
to see yo u th ro u g h the big year
ahead. . . including those great weekends.
[ ]

Sportcoats & Suits

[ ]

Long-Sleeve Shirts

[ ]

Knit Shirts

[ ]

Neckwear

[ ]

Casual Slacks

[ ]

Sport Hats

[ ]

Sweaters & Gloves

[ ]

Casual Shoes

[ ]

Ski Togs

These Checklists are pre
sented as a Public Service to
the Class of '73 by Farnham's . . . your own Fashion
Center.

man. Individual tastes in shirt
laundering may vary, but Great
Bay puts each finished shirt in
its own plastic bag, and your
whole order in a cardboard box.
The College Shop wraps them all
in one piece of paper.
♦Food:
There are little sa 
vings on packaged food in Dur
ham. P r ic e s tend to be the
sam e at all the sto r e s in town
tha carry food. However, ac
cording to T&C Manager Dick
Houghton, “ Between our peanut
butter and other store’s there
might be a five or six cent sp r
ead.’’
l^op and Save has a larger s e 
lection than the other stores, but
alm ost
any store—Newsky’s,
T&C, Community Market, o ri^ op
and Save—has enough food in suf
ficient variety to satisfy any stu
dent’s desire.
♦Greeting Cards: In the in
famous “ black drawer’* of Town
and Campus’ greeting card s e and Campus’ greeting card se c 
tion is a group o f risque cards
you would never send home to
mother. Sample text: (front)
I asked my mother what a nice
man like you would appreciate
for his birthday. . . . (inside)
and mother said I know what he
would appreciate, but give him a
card.’’ P rice: 25^ each.
♦Coimseling: Take your pro
blem s to the Counseling and T est
ing Center in Schofield House for
free. At that price, how can you
go wrong? C&T w ill also give
you vocational tests if you don’t
know what kind of work you’re
suited for. When they’ve helped
you finally discover yourself, you
can go to the Placement Office
in Huddleston Hall and get a job.
Placem ent, run by Ed Doherty,
has as much vocational and oc
cupational information as you can
find in any one place on campus.
♦Medication: Medical insur
ance is a good buy.
For $15
per y e a r , Hood House w ill tape

con
JEWEURS

Coats & Jackets

May we help you
with your
Jewelry problems?

Formal Wear

Next to Franklin Theatre

[ ] Skirts & Blouses
[ ] Casual & Dress Shoes
[ ] Jerseys & Slacks
[ ] Ski Togs
[ ] Coats & Jackets

P iz z a

your cut fingers, ministrate to
your head cold and even remove
your appendix at no extra cost.
♦Entertainment: The Franklin
Theater charges 90 ^ for almost
all m ovies. No better buy is
available
in “ The S ea co a st,
A rea,’* The Allied Arts Series,
Blue and White Concerts, Uni
versity Theater, plays and Mem
orial Union Student Organization
Film Society offerings are all fine
ways to absorb a wide variety of
culture at a nominal price.
♦Printing: Both MUSO and the
Student Government Office w ill
mimeograph your manifesto for
a sm all fee above the cost of the
paper, which is usually about $1.30
per ream (500 sheets) of 8 1/2’’
by 11 white paper.
MUSO also has a machine which
w ill transfer to a stencil an3dhing
that can be laid flat, so you can
mimeograph scads of copies of
your picture, your solution to the
world’s ills , or whatever else
students mimeograph.

Stoke 8th
Senior fir.
The eighth floor of Stoke Hall
w ill be opened exclusively to sen
io rs next year.
However, if there is not enough
senior interest juniors and stu
dents with advanced standing may
be admitted.
The objective of the program
is to establish an “ adult housing
environment
without “ giddy
freshman g irls
on the phone,
and skateboards in the hall,*’ said
Eileen Johnston, vice-president
of the Residence Hall Advisory
Committee.
The senior wing will be se lfgoverning.
The head resident,
however, w ill act in an advisory
capacity
One male
and one
fem ale resident assistant w ill
be in the wing.
Plans include a center for the
distribution of material of in
terest to seniors, including in
formation from placement se r 
v ices ancj graduate schools, and
firesid es.
A general meeting is planned
to decide what changes or ad
ditions w ill be needed at Stoke
to initiate the program which w ill
be an interim measure for 196970.
“ In 1970 we hope for an entire
hall for sen io rs,’’ said Miss
Johnston.

i i ii t

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

^••ek
DRINKS EXTRA

Childran umicr 10 year* •Id 10c ■ y«M.

[ ] Lingerie

RD

[ ] Sleepwear
[ ] Handbags & Gloves
[ ] Suits & Dresses

Monday Tuesday and Wednesday

5 P.M. to 8 Pin.
M IN G THE WHOLE FAMILY

[ ] Sweaters
Dover, N.H.
911 Central Ai/e.
. 742 3949

Manchester, N.H.
845 Second St.
669-3611

C O L L E G E M E N D E S E R V E T H E B E ST
IN L IF E IN S U R A N C E

432 Central Ave., Dover
742-1808, 1836
Municipal Parking adjacent to the Store
Tailoring on the premises

Open Mon.-Sat. 9 -5:30
Bankamericard

. .

Friday 9-9

. Unicard . . . Farnham's Charge ... Strafford Charge

Before you Invest, See
The Men at
College Master We're Recognized No. 1
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Clothes? casual aad cooifortable at UNH!
by Jean Olson
One of the biggest problems
many freshmen experience is de
ciding what clothes to bring to
college. After some observation
and research, here are a few
helpful hints to incoming fresh
men in prepareing college ward
robes.
There are no University re s
trictions regarding d ress for
cla sses
and most informal
events. However residents must
wear something on their feet when
eating in the dining halls, whether
it be boots, sandals, or heels.
D ress-up clothes are unneces
sary for there are few events on
campus that require formal or
sem i-form al dress. A sport coat

or a nice d ress is acceptable for
most dress-up events.
Bring a few pairs of jeans and
some “ sloppy” clothes. Comfort
is most important, and you won’t
be spending that much time trying
to look perfect. Men may wear
dimgarees almost all the time.
Women should bring a few skirts
or d resses for dates—otherwise
slacks are okay.
A raincoat and an umbrella may
be useful. A good raincoat with
a removable lining is really the
best bet.
Bring a lot of perm a-press
clothes, especially shirts and
pants. Irons are usually pro
vided in the dorms, but they don’t

"Selling Groovy Cars—
That's M y Bag"
Jim O'Brien

always work. You probably won’t
find much time to iron anyway.
Bring a good supply of under
wear, so you won’t have to do
more than one wash a week. If
you are lucky the washing faci
lities in your dorm might work,
but it w ill cost you 25 cents a
wash.
The most important thing to
remember when you are getting
a wardrobe together is to find
clothes that w ill be comfortable.
Several coeds on campus have
agreed that d resses are more
comfortable than skirts and bl
ouses.
Men on campus generally agree
that dungarees or levi’s , com
fortable slacks, and a casual shirt
or jersey are best for c la sses.
Comfortable shoes are also a
must. Many coeds prefer loafers,
since they can be worn with dres
se s, sk irts, or slacks. The men
agree that any comfortable shoes,
including boots, sandals, or snea
kers, w ill do.

A CPO or other type short jac
ket w ill be useful when the wea
ther starts to get chilly.
A ccessories, such as earrings,
scarves, rings, beads, watches,
head bands, bracelets, and belts,
are always useful.
Almost any d ress is acceptable
in the dorm. The only tim es you
really have to worry about your
dorm^ attire is during parietal
hours. It can be pretty embar
rassing to be nmning down the
hall in your slip, and run into
the star football player. Other
w ise, unless you are really mo
dest, you can wear, or not wear,
just about anything.
Fancy nightgowns or pajamas
aren’t necessary because pro
bably no one w ill see them.
September and October can be
warm, so bring some lightweight
clothes for Fall.
The main purpose of clothes is
to cover the essen tials, and that’s
about all you have to do at UNH.

(Whittemore Junior)
Durham Area Representative

C 0 L lE C /4 f£

for
Auto City Lincoln-Mercuy Inc.

%

HARDWARE
HOUSE

ALL-AMER ICAN CRITICAL SERVICE
THE NEW H A M PSH IRE

Auto City Linooln-Mercury Inc.
Rte

§

1 State Street and

253 Middle Street

IN RECOGNITION OF MERIT IS AWARDED

SUMMER HOURS
Mon-Sat

Q ii G,me\ican

9-5 pm

Portsmouth, N. H.
Call me at
431-6969, 431-6040
or at home 431-7539

IN THE NATIONAL CRITICAL SERVICE OF THE ASSOCIATED COLLEGIATE PRESS

Closed Wed. at 12:30pm

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM

MARCH, NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE

It's that time again ...
for flip little skirts — trim tops — dresses
that bare the shoulders — pants from flared
legs to straight — shirts and knitted tops from
safaris to model T 's
We've whipped up some fabulous collections
of clothes to see you through sum m er.. .
all with the careful tailoring and fashion flair
you expect... we speak your language in
clothes for moon-watching, sun-upping, swim
ming, walking, dancing, jogging, jet-hopping or just picking jonquils in the backyard.
See exciting collections by:
•John Meyer • Villager • Ladybug
•Charlie's Girls • Hang Ton • Doodles
•Lanz • Evan-Picone • White Stag
•Alleen • Ellen Tracy • Act III
•Mr. Mort • Junior Accent • Jonathan
• Logan • Craig Craely • Jantzen • Peter Pan
•Elisabeth Stewart • Young Vltorlan
•Mr. Boots • Four Corners, Etc., etc.
Make room in the front of your closet — pop in and
gather them up!

TOBER’S
.. . the store where fashion is happening!
151 Congress Street
Portsmouth
Telephone 436-0014
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Be sure before you go Greek

Fairfield Garden Apartments

by Ron Winslow
“ Pi Kappa Alpha invites all
freshmen to open house...”
“ Alpha Tau Omega welcome all
Frosh with a ‘Cheerie Hi’ from
their famous wall along • Main
Street.
Fraternity men are among the
‘Sophomore Sphinx’ who cordially
greet each freshman at various
street corners and dining halls
during the first few days of
school.
Windbreake'rs bearing letters
from Alpha to Omega cover the
popular ‘fraternity men’ on cam
pus and advertise the various
houses.
These are just a few of the
welcoming signs and introduc
tions each Frosh savors of stom
achs, acknowledges or ignores
during the first hectic weeks on
campus. With an expanded rush
program resulting from poor rush
turnouts recently, freshmen men
can expect an overflow of prop-aganda from all thirteen houses
on campus.
Just what is this Greek system
if UNH were a southern Univeristy , fraternity news would
cover the front pages of the school
paper; posters would decorate the
bulletin boards of the Student
Union year round; and the
pressure to ‘Go Greek’ would
present a demand rather than a
choice.
Not so here. The fraternity
must compete with other organ
izations for the students’ time.
They have to make some mean
ingful news, either good or bad
before they can expect to appearon the pagesof THE NEW HAMP
SHIRE. And with the parietal
hour system in dormitories, the
Greeks lose some of their social
attraction.
But the Greeks do offer a leg
itimate and important addition to
campus life, from several points
of justification.
You may want to join a
fraternity to avoid the dining hall
lines and dinner disasters. The

Attractive, carpeted, one and two bedroom
adult garden apartments off
. Glenwood Ave. in Dover
All electric kitchen
Disposal
Air-conditioned
Central
vacuum system
T V antenna
Laundry facilities
Electric heat
Parking
Heat and
hot water included in rent
From $135 a month
Call 742-7603

Horses Boarded
Spacious box stalls
Pastures
Excollont care aud feed
Miles of trails
Tel.

Vacancies now or We'll take
reservations for Fall
(after 2 PM)

742-0205

The
i
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i D E i < r
11 A M — 12 Midnite

7 days a week

and

Mon - Sat

11:30 am — 12 midnite

P IZ Z A - G R IN D E R S - T H IC K S H A K E S
- S O F T D R IN K S H A M B U R G E R S - 25^

Greeks offer some of the best
food on campus, at generally
lower costs.
You might accept a bid because
you hate the Hunter Hall build
ups or the Stoke Hall rooms.
While living in a fraternity house
you may use anything from barnwood to a built-in bar to make
your room the way you want it.
You are given the responsibility
of keeping your room clean or
diriy without the threat of an
appearance before House Coun
cil for failing motherly dormitory
room inspection.
What about the long weekend
nights after you get sick o f Memorial Union dances and competing
with your roommate for visitation
hour priviliges? The social as
pect of the fraternity goes beyond
weekend parties and firesides
(which aren’t bad) and offer-s
social group living with men from
varied backgrounds having sim i
lar interests.
The good side of the picture
could be painted on a 4x8 piece
of plywood, and you’d run out
of board before the paint was
gone. Yet the Greek system is
defipitely going down hill at UNH.
This spring le ss than 200 fresh
men rushed of the more than
600 who got their 2.0 accumu
lative averages.
Complaints
Apparently
many students
would rather put up with Huddles
ton than live with ‘Fraternity
Big Man On Campus’ image.
Other balk at the degrading a s
pects of pledging. A concerned
few notice the almo.st total ab
sence of blacks from anything,
much le ss freternities.
The bases of thes complaints
lie s in the Greeks’ inability to
use their potential as a strong
and useful community. Hazing,
‘BMOC’ , and the alleged phil
osophy of brotherhood steal from
the individualism many men seek.
To become a meaningful in
fluence on campus, the Greeks
must pool their resources and

Sandy,
Carl Bakery
Restaurant

COLLEGE CORNER
"Q uality Meals fo r Budget Pocketbooks"
"A Complete Menu is our Specialty"
Open 7 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.

®

Buthday cakes and specialties
on order

Daily Breakfast — Luncheon and Dinner Specials
868-7782

coffee

659-3771

donuts

Whltthoase
Opticians, Inc.

Round, oval and rectangu
lar Gold or Silver Wire Rim
Frames and Granny Specs.
Morrill Building

Tel.742-1744

466 Central Ave.

Dover, N.H.

Frooi the Charcoal Broiler

Is
Fruit Salad Plate
with Cottage Cheese
Julienne Salad Bowl
Frankfurts & Potato Salad
Also Selected Cold Dishes

speak from one floor rather than
thirteen. The Inter- Fraternity
Council has yet to break the bar
riers that exist between houses,
not to rne.dion that between
Greeks and ‘indepe..1ont i-’
Hazing and the general squel
ching of individualism have to
be cleared from the books so
Greeks can be them selves as
well as members of a fraternity.
What do these criticism s mean
to pr'ospe >lve freshmen rushees? Rushing is an experience
every eligible freshman should
go through, remembering there
is no obligation until you sign
a bid.
This year you will be able
to meet all the greeks in informal
rush, before the second sem ester
formal rush. This fall is the time
to discover is fraternities can^
provide the type of University life
you want. If you find the con
cepts of brotherhood 1939 appeal
ing, find out what each house is
doing to bring fraternities to 1969.
Need for Relevance
What the Greek system needs
ai-e people who are willing to
make an effort to change the s y s 
tem and make it relevant. It
w ill be truly unfortunate for the
fraternities if freshmen turn
away from the better aspects,
not having the drive to correct
the unappealing parts.
The fraternities have made ef
forts to pull themselves from
the grips of tradition. Work
shops have begun to face the real
problems confronting the Greeks.
The Inter-Fraternity Council is
seeking ways to express a ‘Greek
voice’ in campus affairs.
The influence of the Greek
system depends largely on fresh
man concern and involvement
in the system . It’s diffcult to be
come the savior of something
you know nothing about. When
you rush, weigh all the evidence.
Be sure fraternity life is worth
it to you; be sure the system
is worth saving.

.95
.95
.95

Jumbo Beefburger
Chopped Beef Dinner
Sirloin Steak Dinner

.60
1.10
1.75

"Breakfast B argaiu "
Cannpus Style: 2 Eggs, Ham, Home Fries, Toast & Coffee 99^
Blueberry Pancakes with Syrup and Butter, Coffee 75^

GET OUT OF TOWN. . .

w

We Leave From Durham Daily:
8:05 AM
11:45 AM
3:20 PM
Sundays & Holidays
6:05 PM
to Boston Greyhound Terminal

Other Selections
Dinners

Sandwiches

We Return To Durham Daily:

Spaghetti and Meatballs
Fried Clams or Shrimp
Turkey or Chicken Dinner

Grinders Roastbeef Sloppy Joe's
Clubs Pastromi Crabmeat Salad

9:00 AM
10:30 AM
5:30 PM
Sundays & Holidays
9:00 PM
From Boston Greyhound Terminal
For Info. & Tickets Call

Visit the new

Downutider Pub

for Refreshments

Michaud Bus Lines Inc.
College Corner Restaurant
Main St.
Durham 868-9811
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WUNH-FM to expand broadcast and campus coverage
by Dudley Killam
WUNH Will broadcast this sum
mer on 90.3 FM and on AM se r
ving the dormitories used by the
University for summer session
and summer Freslunaa orienta
tion. It will mark the first time
that WUNil has operated through
out the whole year. Previously,
WUNH has broadcast only on FM
and only during the academic
year.
WUNH’s summer operation is
part of the installation of a
complete AM communications
system which w ill link all Uni
versity residence halls, and cam
pus-oriented housing, including
fraternity houses.
The AM system will b ein oper-

tion in Devine and Randall, Halls
for Freshman Summer Orien
tation and in Sawyer and Mc
Laughlin Halls for summer s e s 
sion.
The summer hours for
WUNH w ill be 6 PM to m id
night, with announcers chosen
from the regular broadcast staff
and from the summer session.
A program of summer session
tuition subsidies is being offered
to qualified announcers at WUNH
this summer with the coorperation of the Summer Session Ex
tension Service which oversees,
all summer programs.
The broadcast format WUNH
will offer to the University and
community this summer will be
a request-type format in which

anyone wishing to hear particu
lar record may call in his reqest to the announcer on the
air. Tentative plans call for a
program beginning with evening
news, leading into moderate rock
and vocal music, followed by
a more progressively-oriented
rock format. Special programs
geared towards Freshman Orien
tation as well as the DURHAM
community and conference guests
will be aired during the early
parts of the evening news.
The AM communication s y s
tem to be used and installed this
summer is designed to supple
ment the current broadcast fa
cilities provided on FM by UNH.
The system w ill consist of a num

ventional table radios w ill be able
to receive the AM broadcast.
Expanded format
Expanded Format
The expanded broadcast po
tential offered by the AM system
means a completely revamped
program format. The new format
w ill include standard ‘Top Thir
ty’ sounds , folk, jazz, easy li s 
tening,
and classical
music
coulped with expanded news and
sports coverage, emphasizing
campus news and complete UNH
sports.
Combining forces with THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE, WUNH Will
offer more comprehensive cam
pus news coverage than w aspreviosly available. Complete stor
ie s w ill be featured in depth in
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE twice
each week. Special -interview
features centering attention on
campus serv ices, course oppor
tunities and University news is 
sues w ill be produced by a com
bined news and features staff
composed of staff members from
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and
WUNH. During the summer ,
several members of the WUNH
staff w ill be producing a special
program se r ie s for nationwide
distribution through the Inter
collegiate Broadcasting System.
Power increase
Currently WUNH is preparing
to apply to the Federal Com
m ission for perm ission to in
crease power.
WUNH hopes to provide New
Hampshire with an FM program
source featuring detailed cover
age of national, regional, and
campus news, coupled with as
sorted entertainment and edu(Continued on page 10)

ber of sm all transmitter units
linked via telephone lines with
the WUNHbroadcast studios in the
Memorial Union. (Serving one
or a number of dormitories)
The AM signal w ill be confined
to the residence halls and later
the Greek houses.
The FM
signal will be available within
a 10 mile radius of Durham as
previously.
The AM system is closely re
lated though not identical to a
broadcast system used in UNH
dorm itories prior to 1962. WUNH
then known to University students
as WMDR or Mike and Dial
Radio, operated prior to 1962
from studios located in Thqmpson
Hall, using a centrally locate^
AM transmitter which furnished
a radio signal to the dormitories
via telephone lines.
The WMDR system initiated
during the late 1950's, was shut
down near the end of 1960 for
technical reasons. At that time
the WMDR AM signal was leak
ing out of the dormitories and
being received in other parts of
Durham and surrounding com
munities. The carrier current
system , as it is called by the
Federal Communications System^ must not be heard at ex
cessiv e distances from the build
ing complexes it is coverong.
The use of multiple trans
m itters in the system to be
installed does pose some pro
blem s, but the possibility of il
legal radiation into surrounding
areas is
decreased. Within
each residence hall, students w ill
be able to turn their radios to
630 AM, and receive the sam e
program as over WUNH-FM.
Transistor radios as well as con

NORMAN’S HAIR STYLING
Featuring AH Types o f Beauty Service

•
Open Monday — Saturday
Tel. 868-2231
•
Located above Town & Campus

SHERATON
You can walk if you want to. And within minutes after you arrive, we’ll
serve you the tenderest, tastiest chicken you’ve ever eaten . . . piping hot and ready
to satisfy the hungriest appetites. Actually, whether you walk, dance, or drive to
our Kentucky Fried Chicken store, you’ll discover that KFC is well worth the trip.

M
EADOW BROOK
MOTOR INN, PORTSMOUTH,N.H.

N IG H T L Y E N T E R T A IN M E N T
O LD -F A S H IO N E D C H E E SE
Y O U R F A V O R IT E D R IN K

CM CKER

mML

LOUNGE
COLONEL SANDERS’ RECIPE

K^ntufkii fried ^ki^keH©

BARN DOOR
RESTAURANT

Dinner
Sundays

T H E D IN N E R 1.15 - T H E B U C K E T 4.25 - T H E B A R R E L 5.25
At Gage's Hill Near
Dover-Somersworth Rotary
Dover,N.H. Phone 742-7321

Breakfast

DAILY
7 a m -lla m
12am-2:30pm
5:30pm-10pm
11 am-9 pm

P A R T IE S FOR 10 TO 250 PEOPLE
SHERATON

Your hosts,
S,

Only minutes away at the rotary, Portsmouth, N.H.
e p h o n e
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Student exhibit June 15

.... STUDENTS •—
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1, 1969
Single and Double Rooms— Apartments
All within walking distance to CAMPUS—
Near STOKE HALL
I URNISHEl)
WALL TO WALL CARFLT
KITC HLNLTTL LACILITILS
MODERN DINING LACILITILS
•=UTILITIES INCLUDED
* WASHERS AND DRYERS
* JANITORIAL SERVICES
* PARKING

TELE. 86S-2797

P rizes of $100, $75 and $50
w ill be awarded to several stu
dent competitors in the second of
two art exhibits to be held at
UNH this summer.
The first exhibit will be a con
tinuation of the student show
presently at the Scudder Gallery
of Paul Arts Center. The bet
ter pieces of this show w ill re
main on display through the sum
mer. Also, there will be several
new works which had not been
completed in time for the spring
showing.
This exhibit w ill be
ready by June 15 in one of the
galleries in Paul Arts Center.
The second exhibit is a spec
ial one, open to all enrolled stud
ents at UNH. It is sponsored
by the Whittemore School and is
entitled “ P rocess of Building” .
The competition includes three
categories: sculpture, painting
and photography. There are no
restrictions as to media or size.

All entries are to be brought to
the Scudder Gallery between 9
A.M. and 4 P.M. on June 6.
The opening of the show is set
for June 15 and it will continue
through August 15. The exact
location of the exhibit is uncer
tain at present.
Later this summer a jury w ill
select the best pieces and award
first prizes of $100, second prizes
of $75 and third prizes of $50
in each of the three categories.
The winning entries will be d is
played in the new Whittemore
Building when it opens this fall.
Dirk Bach, Assistant Prof
esso r of the Arts at UNH, said
that there was “ a lot of enthusiam” when he and Jan Clee,
Dean of the Whittemore School
planned the exhibit last fall. He
said, “ I trust that it still per
s is ts .” He urges all students
to consider entering the “ P ro cess
of Building” competition.

Physics^ for poets?
Along with cries for political
activism on campus this year
has come the demand for re
levancy in academic courses.
Part of the demand stem s from
the growing schism between
Humanities and Technology or
“ specialization versus general
education.”
Stradling the gap next year s e 
m ester w ill be Mark Klein, as
sistant professor of P hysics. He
w ill be teaching “ Physics for
P oets” formerly Physics 405.
“ Physics for Poets” is “ be
ing taught for the love of it,
the fun of it, and the hell of
it,” said Klein.
“ The course is being offered
because there is a lot of in
teresting information in the

science area that is not gener
ally offered in the other science
cou rses,” Klein added.
This information is part of a
liberal arts education, and is not
intended to fulfill any university
or department requirements.
Klein w ill also discuss the
philosopy of physics, the role
of science and scientists in contempory society, and the phys
ic s of perception.
There are no prerequisites
for the course, except “ the math
that
got you through high
school,” according to Klein.
Klein says students must be
willing to so some reading,
which w ill vary from “ Alice
in Wonderland” to e.e. cumm ings.

NEWSKY'! IDEAL F0<)D STORE
Catering to all of Durham 's grocery needs at the lowest prices.

The highest quality meats and produce.
COLD BEER

Free S & H Green Stamps
Ice Cubes 39(if Lg. Bag.
; p p.pVp

p . p > # * . * * ■ # #r
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UNH: A ‘Safe* ‘Liberal* school
by Linda Behringer
The country is full of large
metropolitan universities, sm all
rustic colleges, and ivy league
schools, but the status of UNH
has stirred some dispute.
According to the American
College Comparative Guide, “ the
pressures for academic achieve
ment appear moderately strong
at UNH.’» The University is

a relatively sm all selective
state school, whose students
“ have the qualifications to do
satisfactory ‘college’ work’’ the
guide continues.
“ This is one of the factors
that makes the University att
ractive to out of state students,’’
said the guide.
Some students who attend UNH
agree with the guide. However,
many students disagree with the

J O IN T H E T & C W A L K IN
Walk in to Cash Checks,
Buy Records, Ask Questions
About UNH and Durham,
Buy Sweatshirts and T-Shirts,
Books, Cosmetics, Newspapers
Walk in for about anything
you need.
We are here for you;

Take Advantage o f
Us — We're Gluttons
for Punishments.

guide’s findings.
Marty, from
Pennsylvania,
wanted to go somewhara diff
erent, away from a’l his friends.
He picked UNH. His father
accompaniad him to orientation,
and was very firm in the belief
that he wanted his son to attend
a liberal school. In fact, accord
ing to his father, Marty- could
not attend unless, “ I see some
hippies around this place.’’
Kathy, a coed from New York
comments, “ I love to ski, and
I wanted a hick school in Ne w
England where I wouldn’t have
to do a lot of studying; that
was near lots of ski a reas.”
She is a tech major and went
skiing only once this past winter.
The University turned out to be
a little harder than she expectted.
One sophomore coed from New
Jersey came to UNH because “ it
was one of the least expensive
out-of-state schools. But, tuition

has gone up $500 since I’ve been
here, so I might transfer because
it w ill cost the sam e as one of
the Seven Sisters schools,”
“ Anything is better than Maine,
beside.s, I love the campus and
its locality” , commented a Jun
ior girl from Maine. Appro
ximately 80% of the student body
is from the New England area.
Some might refer to UNH as
a rural college out in the fields
on the way to Boston from the
White Mountains. Yet, one coed
observed, “ there is no tim e bet
ter than spring time h ere.” Many
students grab a towel and a book
and head for the beach, which is
20 minutes away, for the after
noon, Many more grab a couple
of hours outside lying in the sun
alongside their dorms.
According to the book “ Where
the G irls Are” , the girls at UNH
have it pretty dull and routine.
“ They are practical and if they
had been able to cope with in

Welcome Freshmen
When decorating your room next
fall. Choose our India Print Throws
available in
paisleys, stripes and florals

tellectual and social challenge
they’d have gone elsew h ere,”
A Physical Educatitm major
who wished to remain anonymous
agreed. The American C olleges
Comparative
Guide seem s fo
think elsew ise. According to
their findings, “ the p ressures for
academic
achievement ai^)ear
moderately strong.”
The University was establish
ed in 1866 as the New Hamp
shire C ollege
of Aricultmne
and Mechanical Arts in Hanover
in connection with Darmouth
College, It moved to Durham in
1893.
In area high schools the Uni
versity is often referred to as
a “ safety school” . If you don’t
get in anywhere e lse, there is
always UNH. This is a comfort
ing thought to the tqp 40% of
New Hampshire Senior C la sses,
Then there is always Plymouth
or Keene State C olleges which
are available to those not accept
ed at UNH.
E ric, a Stoke resident came to
UNH because h is uncle, who is an
A ssociate Dean at a large midwestern school, recommended
UNH as highly as any other
school in New England.
A coed who graduated first in
her Senior C lass remarked that
she told her guidance cmmselor
that she decided to go to UNH
he questioned: “ But Nancy, why
don’t you apply to a good college.
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Viewpoint - Counterpoint
reaffirmed
As a campus newspaper, TH E NEW
HAM PSH I RE has two functions: to present
the news in a responsible, unbiased manner,
and to present competent opinion on issues
which affect the University community and
our state.
An editorial c^n never be entirely objec
tive or totally inclusive. Our editorials are
representative of the newsparer staff.
We realize there are many sides to each
issue or question and we plan to continue
this paper's Viewpoint-Counterpoint ar
rangement.
Viewpoint will represent this staffs
opinion on Issues and problems. A t time it
will be controversal and provoke criticism
and rebuttal.
Counterpoint will be maintained as the
channel through which open discussion of
the issue can be sought. We invite all stu
dents, faculty, and staff to present their
opinions on the issue to this supplementary

area of our Editorial page. Counterpoint
will be given the same layout and presenta
tion as our views, with an explanatory note
from the editor. Because of libel laws we
must reserve the right of publication.
Many people feel students at UNH are
apathetic. Perhaps, but we feel that stu
dents here do react Intelligently and re
sponsibly. Open discussion and free ex
change of Ideas are lectures and labs.
The diverse interests represented in this
university community insure a free flow of
ideas on all sides of all issues. Our hope is
that the members of the community will
make use of our newspaper to express their
ideas.
We feel our expanded coverage of issues
and reactions makes our paper the best
medium available for responsible opinions
which affect us as students, as faculty and
staff or as private citizens of New Hamp
shire.

Your Education
Survival or Committment?
A s incoming Freshman you are probably
seeking a great variety of things from your
education. For many of you the search will
end when you graduate. For others this
education wil provide you with a cultivated
honorable background in liberal arts. This
is a good door opener when you graduate
and seek employment. But, should it be
only that? A door opener.
Throughout your liberal education you
will seek solutions to problems of human
existence; equality, justice and freedom.
And yet, when you graduate you will enter
the “game" and perpetuate more unjust
wars, more racial discrimination, more ex
ploitation of resources human and natural
and lead a semi-debauched life of adrenalin
fed competition and dishonor like so many
before you.
Our society is replete with this type of
people, weaned on a liberal arts curriculum
and now corrupting our society to its very
marrow. What this society needs now is
graduates o f "nonverbal humanities"
(Aldous Huxley). Simply stated, these are
the arts of sensing, perceiving, feeling and
relating to others.
You generally won't find this particular
education In most of your classrooms, al
though you should. You won't find it of
fered in the dorms or Greek houses either.
It isn't offered to you. You have to seek it
out. The reason it isn't offered is simple: it
isn't profitable. Who would hire a graduate
of "nonverbal humanities" because he
could relate to others?"
It is more profitable for our universities
to become trade schools. They produce X
number of humanely mindless technicians,
salesman and professional people to fill a
predetermined quota.
The University will not give you credit
for cutting classes or exams while you sit in
the Union confronting a Black or a White
about racial discrimination, or talk to a
welfare mother existing on marginal food
allotments.
Somebody needs the grade results of
your exams^ but nobody can be quite sure

why. One English writing class has proved
to excel when the pressure of grades is not
placed on them. If most upperclassmen and
educators agree that more education is
gained outside the huge lecture hall, then
why grade a performance in that environ
ment?
Learning then, becomes a matter of sur
vival; doing as little as possible to receive
optimal results. So, in effect your grades
provide feedback as to how well you are
cheating the system. All the while you need
more personal feedback on your progress
and development in the course: the sup
posed purpose for grades.
Your classroom assignments do serve one
useful function; they should open your
mind to those inequalities, injustices and
exploitations. Your classroom time may be
spent examining the economics of poverty,
but no solution can be found until you
confront the problem in reality, as it exists.
It does little good to sit in your cloister
ed world to meditate these problems, like a
good many scholars would lead you to be
lieve. A University cannot be neutral in so
cial crisis. It must not maintain a nonparticipatory role in society. If it does stu
dents must force its involvement and that
of their peers.
We here at UNH are fortunate in being
allowed a participatory role in educational
policy making. However, our efforts must
not remain within the campus boundaries.
It is a college student's nature to ques
tion. He questions his birth and death and
all the years that fill the space in between.
But, his questioning serves little purpose if
the end results are complacency and in
action. The extent and value of your edu
cation depend on your involvement in
righting the inequalities, injustices and
shortcomings of our society.
Don't measure your success at college by
your grades or a diploma or even the
money you make when you graudate.
Measure your success by the effort you
supply in changing this society for the
benefit of ail.

lia m p s ]
UNH members critcize Nixon stand on dissei

The following letter was sent to President Nixon late this May. It i
reaction of various members of the University community to Mr. Nixon*
litical stand on campus disorder and dissent.
E
Enclosed is a copy of a letter we
propose to send to President Nixon
as a statement of our concern with
certain recent public pronouncements
on the subject of disorder and dissent
on the campuses of the nation’s uni
versities and colleges. The present
signers of this letter comprise but a
representative sampling of the univer
sity community. Many more individulas have already indicated to us their
support of our action and, therefore,
we intend to carry out a university
wide campaign to collect the signatures
of all those who wish to join us in
this venture. In addition, we wish to
encourage the colleges and universities
of the entire nation to initiate and carry
out a sim ilar action. Toward this
end we ask all of you to send copies
of this entire letter to your friends
and acquaintances in other academic
institutions.
To President Richard M. Nixon:
The students, faculty and adminis
trators of the University of New Hamp
shire wish to express their concern
with some of the recent statements
of your administration on campus d is
orders and unrest. We recognize that
your personal statements and those
of some of your staff clearly distin
guish between the legitimate and ille 
gitimate aspects of such unrest, but,
nevertheless, there are those in your
administration and elsewhere who con
demn all student and faculty dissent.
It is to the undesirable consequences
of such attitudes that we now address
ourselves.
It would be a national tragedy. In
deed, if federal, state, and local at
tempts to suppress the most extreme
aspects of student dissent were to sup
press ALL dissent and isolate the uni
versity from society. We do not ap
prove of violence on our campus—or
in society—but the electorate must
understand that campus disorder is but
one dramatic symptom of an imrest
which is not essentially academic but
rather social in its origin.
Par
tially as a result of student protest,
the American university is beginning
to respond to the rights and needs of
the people. Consequently, it is ex
tremely disquieting to us that a num
ber of statements by political leaders
in the past few weeks seem to indi
cate that society as a whole is not
listening to the responsible criticism
emanating from its youth.
We reaffirm that it is the legi
timate business of a university com
munity to doubt, question and challenge
the goals and policies of our society.
Our youth keeps an old democracy
young by a continual, courageous and
often uncomfortable process of selfexamination—a process which is most
productive when carried out in the
spirit of free and open inquiry. It
is the responsibility of the United
States government to encourage the
continuance of such a tradition of
dissent—a tradition dating back to the
birth of our own nation. Suppression
of campus concern with public affairs
will increase student radicalism and
will not attack the causes of dissent—
the malaise of a society which has
not learned to apply its enormous wealth
and power to the most critical needs
of its citizens andthewelfare of man
kind in general.
We 3 ,?ree with the statement of Dr.
Calvin H. Plimpton, president of Am-

hert College, in his letter to
29 April:
“ We do not say that all th
blem s faced by colleges and i
sities are a^reflection of the n
of the larger society.
That
true.
But we do say that unti
litical leadership addresses it
the major problems of our so(
the huge expenditure of natioi
sources for military purposes,
equities practiced bythepresent
system , the critical needs of Am
23,000,000 poor, the unequal d
of our life on racial issu es—un
happens, the concern and ene
those who know the need for
w ill seek outlets for their frustr
University faculties are cri
for backing down before the d(
of a tiny minority—a criticisn
is but a dangerous demi-trutli
country at large must learn, a
scientious faculties have learm
beit painfully and slowly--that
ful rage is but one expressi<
healthy social concern,
a c
shared as well by a great mai
articulate, and so far, non-viole
dents. The political leadershi]
nation should not underestims
number of its young citizens—tl
the left and on the center as
who are questioning the ability’
will of our leaders to attack the
social problems of our time. It
not be national policy to bar om
people from society. We nee
idealism, their energy, their
ledge, their skills, and especial
concerned dissent, if the United
is to solve the problems w
failed to solve in the past.
In concord with the studeri
faculty of Amherst College
you and your administration tc
the resources of this nation in
sive and persistent attack u(
major social and foreign prob]
our society so that sometime
forseeable future, the chasm I
the American dream and the Ah
reality be spanned by a bri
Jiuman compassion, dignity s
cooperative efforts of all our <
elem ents.
Sincerely yours,
Paul Brockelman, Asst. Prof, qi
sophy
Bradford E. Cook, President
Student Government
Dwight R. Ladd, Professor I
Administration
Eugene S. Mills, Dean Colley
beral Arts
Frank L. Pilar, Chairman
Council
Richard w. Schreiber, Profe
Botany
Samuel E. Stokes, Jr.,Chairm
of French and Italian
Robert G. Congdon, Dir.Couns
Testing Center
James J. Eberhardt, Ph.D. C
in Theoretical Chemistry
William M. McLaughlin, Pres
dent Senate
Donald Murray, Professor ol
Peter R. Riviere, Editor NEl^
SHIRE
Robert Simpson, A sst. Prof, o
Richard S. Davis, Dean C(
Technology

3ease address letters you wish to have printed to; Letters Editor,
NEW HAMPSHIRE Office, Room 120 MUB. The editors reserve
the rigl’t to withhold publication.
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“Would you like me if
I were black?”

Basefnent Voice
(Junior World Affairs Council)

“i just had to look
having read the book
Cheery hi, Frosh. Glad you
could m ^ e it.
It’s obvious that physically
you’ve survived your upbringing,
but no doubt your soul has been
scarred by twelve years of shit
education.
All your lives you’ve been ba
bied and badgered, pampered and
pushed
around by teachers.
They’ve told you HOW to learn,
WHAT to learn, and WHEN to
learn it. But they never told
you WHY.
They don’t know why.
The stuff they teach even turns
them off. No wonder high school
was such a drag.
For example, you learned that
every theme must have an in
troduction, a body, and a con
clusion.
And it goes without
saying that the conclusion harks
back to the introduction. But
chances are you still don’t know
how to write a decent paper.
You know every date of every
battle in history, from our War
of Independence to Watts. But
did you know that at no time was
our American Revolution sup
ported by a majority of the peo
ple.
Did you and your teachers talk
honestly about the Black Rebel
lion and what it’s like for blacks
to live in our rascist country?
You know by heart what hap
pened, but you don’t know why.

Reflections through
a bloodshot eye
The crowd had gone. The high, strained sounds of
the blues band had long subsided. A red, crepe paper
arm band, symbolizing strike, tumbled across the
T-Hall lawn, driven by a fitful wind. There will al
ways be a Viet Nam.
The demonstrators had raised a black flag in
mourning of 35,000 Americans killed In war. Others
had come to take it down and replace it with an
American flag. They thought the black flag was dis
respectful. The two sides fought each other with
curses and fists and bags of shit. Where's the sun
shine?
Believe that the revolution is here. It is not a thing
of the past or something to come. A sk the blacks or
the CIA. Ask the state legislature. There will always
be a Viet Nam.
We are polarized now. We no longer see each other
as human beings but as radicals or hippies or reaction
aries. The radicals taunt the conservatives to draw
them into fights. And the conservatives fight with
their fists because that is the oryly way they know.
And what has been settled? A matter of principle.
Somewhere — perhaps during the C IA demonstra
tion, or the RO TC demonstration, or the student
rights demonstration — we stopped dealing with each
other as human beings. Our causes became righteous
and more important than the people we faced. Even
in classrooms, we sit and call each other Miss and
Mister. We always manage to avoid our humanity.
The grey swivel chair in the editor's office squeaks.
The paper holder of the editor's typewriter Is broken,
but the keys are good and have served their function.
We have dealt with many issues this year. We have
debated with other students and yelled at each other.
Yet, looking back, it seems that the Issues will solve
themselves. If we do not solve the problem of pover
ty, we will starve. If we do not learn to live with
blacks, they will burn this country to the ground.
They have nothing to lose.
More than a change, we need a change in attitude.
We must begin to put each other first. We must nnver
forget that mankind has no chance of survival unless
human dignity is recovered.
Our Ideas do not have to agree, but we have to
understand each other. If we do not, there will always
be a Viet Nam.
Ware's the sunshine? You've got to feel it.
Jonathan Kellogg

mike greene
lee rosenblatt

by

And now that you’re here you
expect it w ill be different.
You expect to learn what you
want to learn, what interests you.
You expect stimulating cla ss d is
cussions and exciting reading as
signments. You expect personal
attention from omniscient pro
fesso rs.
You expect this, you expect
that...In short, you expect your
education to be relevant to you.
Well expect this:
Huge, unwieldly classes; silly,
irrelevant requirements; bored
and boring professors.
You’ll get a lot of knowledge,
of course, but very little w ill
come from your courses. You’U
discover a lot of fun things to do
here, but learning won’t be one
of them.
Your professors w ill talk TO
you rather than WITH you. They
w ill teach what they want you
to learn, not what you want to
learn.
Your history prof will teach
history; your English prof w ill
teach English; your phy. ed. tea
cher w ill teach physical edu
cation. No one w ill teach YOU.
Let us illustrate what we mean
by citing something that happened
to us along with a hundred other
liberal arts majors when we took
an introductory math course. The
cla ss had been studying m atrices
for several weeks when one of our
classm ates asked the p rof,‘*What
practical use does all this stuff
have?”
The lecturer hemmed and
hawed for several moments and
then, looking at his feet, he ad
mitted, “ W ell, none really. You

won’t ever need it unless you take
higher physics.” We all laughed
sardonically and our professor
resumed the lecture.
What we’re saying is, that
UNH— at least for the first two
years—is
not much different
from high school. Sure, they’ll
let you smoke cigarettes in cla ss
and some of the profs don’t take
attendance; but very few w ill al
low you to make major decisions
regarding your own education.
You may not understand this
now, but you wiU before you are
two weeks into your first sem es
ter.
There are three ways to han
dle this.
The first way is to
SUBMIT. Do what is expected
of you for four years, get your

degree and leave, to go out and
get your nine to five job.
The second alternative is to
RESIST.
Fight requirements,
dogmatic professors, full and
overcrowded cla sses, majors,
and grades. Demand to have your
education made relevant and then
get in there and take part in it.
The third alternative is to QUIT
before you even get started here.
Take
your
money—between
$8,000 and $12,000— and buy
yourself a Jaguar XKE and an
expensive whore. You’U have
more fun with them. And chan
ces are you’ll learn as much.
So don your beanies, Frosh,
and go out to carve your d es
tinies.

Students!
Join the "'In'' Crowd at the

LITTLE HORN
Where the specialties ai» j.yvay.
the same.
~ Good Food
- Quick Service
- FrietKjly Atmosphea n d alw ays a t the rig h t p ric e
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8G8 ?300

WENTWORTH
MOTOR CO., INC.
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Professors are not Dr. Jekyls 'Psycholoical growth of

Kw
Ion l4oro%
#rlo
by Jan
Harayda
Contributing Editor
During my first freshman Eng
lish cla ss, the instructor popped
a piece of chalk into his mouth
and swallowed it whole.
Then, looking evenly at 24
amazed students, he remarked,
*‘Take out a piece of paper and
answer this question. “ Do nor
mal people eat chalk?”
I remember thinking carefully
before I finally wrote, “ No. . .
but we all have our own pecularities,*^
Three years later, that seem s
an appropriate way to introduce
UNH professors. Like students,
they all have their own pecularities. And that»s what makes
them interesting.
Most faculty members are
middle-aged, but a surprising
number are younger, even in their
twenties. A few are over 65.
A freshman can expect to be
taught by at least one senior or
graduate student, usually in an in
troductory survey course. (A
freshman who gets a senior or
a grad student need not feel
“ cheated” because he didn't get
a professor. Young instructors
tend to be enthusiastic, stimula
ting, and attuned to the interests
of students.)
The University has a limited
number of “ absent-minded pro
fesso rs” of the Fred MacMurray
variety. They misplace exams,
come to cla ss in slippers, and
forget the reading they have as
signed. But ‘*absent- minded pro
fesso rs” are rare.
Like the
chalk-eater, most professors de
fy conventional stereotypes.
Few of them look lik e “ a ty
pical colleg e professor.”
In
the classroom
flannel work
W« have immediate openings for:
Chemists
Plant Engineers
Electronic Engineers
Q C Managers
Draftsmen
Machine Superintendent
Tool Engineers
Metallurgists
And most other professional and
semi-professional people. Salaries
to $15,000.
These jobs are all fee paid and
in most cases within the local
orea.

RICHARD P. RITA
■
■

3 5 0 S ta te S t.
P o rts m o u th , N .H .
4 3 1 -7 2 5 2

shirts, turtleneck sweaters, and
yellow Nehru jackets appear as
w ell as dark gray, three-button
suits. (Sometimes its difficult
to tell students from professors,
who seem increasingly to be
growing beards and long hair.)
How professors act in the
classroom often surprises stu
dents as much as how they look.
Though staid and stodgy faculty
members are common, many ot
hers surprise students with their
vitality and imagination.
My freshman biology professor
threw cellophane-wrapped pieces
of Reese cinnamon candy at our
cla ss to illustrate the shape of
red blood cells.
Students who took the course
only to fulfill a science require
ment ended up liking it, because
the professor made an extra ef
fort to interest them.
Another professor, now on sab
batical leave from the Univer
sity, invites classes to his home,
where they discuss each other’s
papiers and sample his wife’s
lemoncake. (He happens to have
won a Pulitzer P rize but that’s
not why students take his course.)
Recently a professor began an
introductory philosophy course
by pla3dng the entire “ Hair” al
bum. Though he invited students
to leave the class at any time,
most stayed the full hoim and a
half. For the rest of the sem es
ter, he had groups of 20 or 30
students to his home after each
Sunday night class. Sometimes
they discussed philosophy; more
often, they didn’t.
These three professors take an
interest in students outside the
classroom , as well as in it. Like
many UNH faculty members, they
make excellent teachers and ex
cellent friends.
Contrary to one popular myth,
professors are not Dr. Jekyls,
totally absorbed by their lab ex
periments, doctoral theses, and
special research projects. Most
of them would like to become bet
ter acquainted with more of their
students. But each professor has
several hundred students; and a
student has only four or five pro
fesso rs. That means its usually
up to the student to begin a friend
ship.
How do you get to know a fa

V
culty member?
First, actively seek them out.
In most cases professors are no
more different to find than other
students. All of them have office
hours. If office hours conflict
with your cla ss schedule, make an
appointment to see a professor
who interests you through the de
partment secretary. Few pro
fesso rs object to being called at
home if a student has a valid
reason for caUing.
Show an interest in other ways,
too, like staying to talk after class
or starting a conversation in the
hall or in the Union. Especially
if a student is having difficulty
with a subject, a professor ex
pects him to ask for extra help.
The Financial Aids Office has
lists of professors who want ba
bysitters or housekeepers, (both
good ways to become friendly with
professors).
Another way is to get involved
with Univesity Senate commit
tees, student organizations, and
departmental activities. Virtual
ly any activity that draws a stu
dent out of the dorm brings him
in contact with faculty members.
(And don’t be afraid to say “ hi”
when you bump into aprofessor at
the movies or in T & C. He’ll
be glad you realize he’s a human
being, too.)
Often students find professors
are more interested in them than
they think.
As a sophomore I took a geo- '
logy course with at least 50 other
students, primarily non-geology
majors marking time to fulfill
a physical science requirement.
Like most students in the cla ss,
I assumed that to the professor
I represented nothing more than
another name on the seating
chart, until accidentally meeting
him in church halfway through the
sem ester.
He knew not only my name, but
several facts about my peformance in the course. I was stun
ned, flattered, and determined to
work harder in the curse.
One student recently made
friend s with a professor for the
first time, about a month before
she graduated. She went to see
him about an author whose works
she couldn’t understand and found
herself having coffee with him at

The lEflTHTR SHOP
AND
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Frye Boots
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student' goal of Counselling

by Gretchen Echardt
The UNH Counseling and Test
ing Center is staffed by four full
time psychologists. It moved last
fall from its cramped conditions
in the basement of Thompson Hall
to a remodeled and more ex
pansive area in Schofield House.
“ The Center functions as a cli
nic organized to promote the psy
chological growth ofthe total stu
dent,” stated the D irector, Dr.
Robert Congdon.
“ The goal is to bring the in
dividual into closer touch with his
own feelings, and break down bar
riers which inhibit closeness with
others. A student is more able
to benefit from his education if
he is freed from this imprison
ment,” continued Congdon.
Any student is free to make an
appointment at the Center. Ten
per cent of the student popula
tion made one or more, including
weekly appointments, this year.
Some consultations are made by
students, RA’S, and faculty con
cerned about another student.
All records are kept strictly
confidential, and are not released
outside the Center without the
perm ission of the student.
The psychologists at the Cen
ter work on the basis that the
student who seeks out help is un
happy with his behavior, and
wants to create a more positive
experience for himself.
“ Individuals confronted with
their own behavior in the pre
sence of someone they trust,”
said Dr. Congdon, “ become more

aware of how they feel toward
them selves and others, and
therefore expand and deepen their
daily experience.”
A student who has had a nega
tive experience may be shown by
a psychologist how to substitute
his maladaptive behavior with
new responses that will result in
a more positive experience.
A student with interpersonal
problems is encouraged not to
avoid painful siutations, but
to join in with other people, know
ing that how he behaves w ill de
termine how others w ill react
to him.
The therapist may point out
alternative ways of behaving of
which the individual was unaware.
Also the relationship between the
student and the psychologist lends
itself to the learning of new re s
ponses for other interpersonal
relationships.
The staff, in sem i-weekly con
ferences,
has seen increasing
evidence of the value of group
encounter work. Next year they
hope to improve the format of
present groups at the Center,
and to use group work more ex
tensively.
Other groups on campus out
side the Center headed by people
trained in group work. Dr.
Congdon feels, form a valuable
part of University life. The in
tense encounter experience of the
group can promote a feeling of
mutual trust which is vital to
the health of a community and its
members.

WUNH'FM expansion
(Continued from page 5)
cational features. These fea
installation at Saddleback Moun
tures would deal especially with tain may go as far as $50,000
University plans and programs but substantial Federal funding
of interest to the state.
The for FM educational radio is av
detailed proposal of program ailable.
ming on a high-power FM station
Many new -vuki icers, repor
w ill be completed this summer, ters and staff workers w ill be
as w ill plans for necessary tech needed at WUNH for the coming
year. During the summer a spe
nical work.
Transmitting facilities w ill be
cial program introducing the ra
located at WENH -TV’s tran s dio sttion w ill be in operation.
mitter location on Saddleback Comprehensive
training pro
Mountain, with studios of WUNH grams in all areas of radio sta
to be maintained in Durham. The tion operation w ill be initiated in
costs of an FM high- power September.
College Corner.
“ If only I gone to see him soon
er ,” she observed regretfully. “ I
learned more from that one con
versation with him than from all
his lectures put together.”
Once a studeift has attempted to
meet a professor halfway, he is
often surprised by the pro
fessor’s interest in him. Many
do not hesitate to lend students
books from their private col
lections. They go to bat for stu
dents in financial or other trou
ble, and frankly offer opinions
about other professors, which can
be immensely valuable in s e 
lecting courses.
Students who make the most of
the UNH years gain from what
professors are, as weU as from
what they teach. They realize

that how a professor thinks and
lives are worth much more than
his lectures. Incoming freshmen
can expect to find many good
professors at UNH. But they can
also expect to find good people, if
they make an effort.

TWILIGHT’S LIMIT
The limit of twilight is the
greatest height at which the
density of the air still is
sufficient to cause a perceptibe)
amount of scattered sunlight.
This height is about 40 miles
above the earth.
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Greg Herbert - 'I wanted to find out what it was about’
by Mark Lewis
Greg Herbert drifted into Vista
in 1967 while a sophomore at
UNH. The former Wildcat de
fensive halfback still has mixed
feelings about why he left school.
“ It wasn’t for any of the noble
reasons people give,’’ he said.
“ I had been a jock for a hell of
a long time. It kind of stopped
making sense after a w hile.’’
“ I think a lot of it was just
confusion about what I was read
ing, and hearing, and seeing, and
I wanted to find out what it was
about,’’ he explained. In an im 
pulsive burst he added, “ It was
all bugging the shit out of m e.’’
Herbert was trained as a Vista
volunteer in 1967 and became
closely involved in the problems
of rural southern blacks. “ We
used to get a lot of community
organization theT)ry, but I think
they missed the role of the com 
munity organizer,’’ said Herbert.
**They were all hung up on theory;
it was almost dogma to them.’’
“ They had a rigid step-by-step
lin e,’’ he added.
Herbert found a more prag
matic attitude necessary. “ As
long as it works it’s okay.’’
The 22-year-old native of Gar
den City, Long Island now lives
at the F orest Park apartments
with his wife Jean, a former
Vista
volunteer,
and a baby
daugher, Tanya.
“ One of the reasons I came
back to school *was to take a
sabbatical from it all,’’ explained
Herbert.

Sitting in a rocker in a corner
of the sm all living room cluttered
with baby toys, Herbert chain
smoked and talked about a sm all
rural town 40 m iles outside of
Columbia, South Carolina. He had
worked there as a Vista Volunteer
May to September, 1967.
Columbia, S.C.
Herbert began work at a d is
trict bureau of the Office of
Economic Opportunity in Colum
bia, South Carolina.
“ Columbia is called an AllAmerican city,’’ said Herbert.
“ They have wide streets, and a
couple of little trolleys, and they
just constructed a new post office
on a couple of acres that used
to be a slum .’’
The attitude was that “ we’re
not going to fight it (the Office
of Economic Opportunity) be
cause there is money coming in
off of it but we’re not going to do
anything to solve the problem,’’
he added.
The young volunteer found the
government’s money was spent
hiring people and paying for ex 
pensive office space in the busi
ness district,
instead of r e 
novating old houses for use by
poor people. Herbert paused to
add wryly, “ But you could never
get the good white folks to travel
into the slum s every day for
work.’’
The Community Action Pro
gram officials ignored Herbert.
“ They didn’t give a damn about
u s,’’ he said.
“ I just started

riding around, going to various
sm all towns, sitting at bars talk
ing to people - traveling down a
lot of dirt roads.’’
“ I wanted to go some place
where I wouldn’t have to have
too much of my time spent at
staff meetings and making up r e 
ports,’’ he continued.
Everyone suspicious
The former philosophy major
tried to get to know people in
the community. “ Everyone was
suspicious of me. What’s this
strange cat doing here, they won
dered,’’ said Herbert.
Once familiar with some of the
people, Herbert tried to help them
help them selves. “ We set up a
community newspaper,’’ he ex
plained. “ I thought the paper was
really great because there were
some kids who wrote some great
things in it about ‘what we’re
going to do’.’’ The black youths,
said Herbert, developed a vague
sense of black power.
“ All or most of the people I
met that weren’t disabled by d is
ease. blind, or on liquor, had
damned good insight into what was
happening,’’ said Herbert.
He explained that the entire
town had been aplanatation. Many
people
had enough land to get
along on, but most of the land
was depleted from years of farm
ing cotton. “ A lot of people were
losing land because they hadn’t
been
paying taxes,’’ recalled
Herbert.
The surveyors often gave the

The role o f a student newspaper.

A mirror or a voice
by Jonathan Kellogg
under pressure from student and faculty
The student journalist is more vul
interest groups. Everybody from fra
nerable than his professional counter
ternities to the campus radicals be
part. A professional writer is som e
lieves they belong on the front page.
what removed from his critics while
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE has remained
the college w riter’s critics are his
fairly independent from the adminis
peers and often his instructors. This
tration. And to its credit, the adminis
vulnerability often leads student news
tration has never “ gotten tough’’ with
papers to become reflections of the
the editors.
trivia which surrounds college life.
Donald Murray, THE NEW HAMP
These newspapers may become the
SHIRE’S faculty advisor, wrote to
voice of administration policy, or they
President
McConnell when he was
tend to be cluttered with pinning an
offered the advising position. Murray
nouncements and club notices.. They
believes the paper should be “ able to
are filled with easy-to-w rite, whole
print what (the editors) judge news
some stories like “ Speaker Here’’
worthy without interference and held
and “ Alpha Zeta Holds Dry Rush
fully accountable for what appears in
Party.’’ On stormy days the paper is
print.’’
very popular with students who forget
• “ Their
judgment,’’ Murray con
their rainhats.
tinued, “ w ill at tim es be bad, but to
A good college newspaper should
remove the chance for bad judgment is
certainly carry club announcements
to eliminate the opportunity for edu
and the necessary, run-of-the-m ill
cation. I believe it is most important
stories.
Generally the editors are
that neither the administration nor the
aware of the necessity of these stories- facility limit the students’ freedom to
which are the life blood of campus
publish or their obligation to be fully
organ! zatons.
responsible for what they do publish.’’
If they aren’t aware, they get the
To be more than a mere reflection
m essage quickly. Last year the UNH of events the newspaper must accept
Student Senate attempted to withhold that obligation and dig out the news and
funds from THE NEW HAMPSHIRE present it efficientlyand honestly. Dur
because
the paper wasn’t printing
ing the student power movement this
enough club announcements.
fall, THE NEW HAMPSHIRE attempted
Essentially there are two rules for to be a constructive force, a place
the student newspaper: one is shaping where students could read the facts
events as w ell as reporting them; the
as they occurredand consult an opinion
other is m erely reflecting current if they wished.
events.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE has at
Like any newspaper, the student tempted to meet its leadership role
newspaper has the potential power by presenting student problems to the
to create issu es and generate d is
Whole community. This is not “ trouble
cussion. The leadership role is diffi
shooting’’, but a means of communi
cult because college commimities are cating information so that c r ise s can
a select audience and react vehemently be understood and problems solved.
to criticism .
More often than not,
The most sensitive area is inter
the newspaper itself becomes the center pretation.
Do a group of students
of controversy.
have the right to put a faculty mem
Ted Fredrickson, editor of THE ber’s career on the line by printing
NORTH DAKOTA STUDENT, resigned a story that could result in his being
this year after the State Legislature fired? The answer is yes.
If the
attempted to censure the paper for faculty member is clearly failing his
printing four letter words.
responsibilities.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE has come
The student newspaper is not like
under
heavy fire ttiis year
for the com m ercial p ress. It is run by
printing stories about the University students and w ill be what they are
Health Service and for not printing willing to make it.
the essay “ The Student as Nigger."*’
The student body numbers over 6,000
Other incidents involving THE NEW and there must be a place for them
HAMPSHIRE have resulted in threat to present their problems, their be
ened beatings, anonymous phone calls liefs, and their praise to the com
and bomb threats.
munity.
This is the purpose of a
The student newspsq>er is always student newspaper.___________ ________

people wrong boundaries so they
paid the wrong taxes, according
to Herbert. “ They knew what was
happening but they were sure
there wasn’t a damn thing they
could do about it,’’ he explained.
Water system
The Vista worker needed an
issue that would interest blacks
enough to work together. He d is
covered that sanitary water was
the major problem in the com
munity.
“ Only five fam ilies
had running water out of the 310
I surveyed,’’ commented Her
bert.
He described one family he
•knew with four brothers aged
18 and younger, a blind father,
a mother, and two little girl
cousins.
The woman worked
as a domestic six hours a day,
five days a week, and brought
home $12 pay each week, an
average of 40 cents an hour.
The family was eager to have a
water system .
“ The 16 year old kid, who
could have l^en a really fine
athelete, got up at five in the
morning and borrowed a horse
and sleigh ,’’ said Herbert. “ They
had two old garbage cans and they
went to one of the guys who had
running water and filled the cans.
That was their water supply for
the day.’’
Herbert directed a campaign
to get $150,000 from two Fed
eral agencies, part of which would
go for a sm all municipal water
supply.
They tried to get a medical
team from the University of South
Carolina to do a contamination
study,
said Herbert, but the
white hierarchy in town killed
the improvement program. Her
bert gave all the surveys and
official forms to a local lawyer.
“ The lawyer sat on it, and we
didn’t have any duplicates.’’ Her
bert said with a rueful sm ile,
“ I naively trusted a man who had
a law degree.’’
False concern
The lawyer’s apparent con
cern for poor people proved to be
false, Herbert observed. He had
found he could get money from the
Office of Economic Opportunity
by going through the motions of
setting up a legal aid program.
The town bad separate schools
and churches. “ I don’t think the
black church could do anything,’’
said Herbert. *‘I don’t think the
m inister wanted to. He had a
very
condescending attitude
toward the people. He didn’t live
in the community - he had more
than one parish. He bought a new
Cadillac every other year.’’
The school situation was no
better. “ The schools were hor
rib le,’’ Herbert declared.
He
explained the blacks had no money
for books and as a result couldn’t
use books to do homework. “ Most
of the day was spent copying
things to study,’’ he recalled.
Adding to the problem, ‘‘teachers

were bad - through no fault of
their own - they came from the
same system .’’
The Vista volunteer helped r e 
novate the old school house. The
blacks had originally constructed
the building them selves, even
cutting their own lumber on a
crudely designed sawm ill. No
state money aided their school
system . Consequently, they had
only enough money to run the
school four months of a year.
“ Someone who graduated from
eighth grade only had about a
fourth-grade education,’’ said
Herbert.
Herbert initiated a last reform
to integrate 20 children into the
400 pupil white school. But 600
blacks continued to go to their
own school 15 m iles down the
road.
“ It was right after the inte
gration thing, I was put in jail
for a couple of days,’’ said Her
bertHe had been accused of
robbing the grocery store. After
they let him out, Herbert left
town.
After his experiences in the
sm all southern town outside of
Columbia, Herbert drifted out of
Vista and began working on the
Federation of Southern Co-Op
eratives.
Mixed emotions
Herbert had mixed emotions
about the Vista experience. “ I
learned a lot about how power
operates in the country,’’ he said.
“ I learned more from the pe<9 le
than I did for them. I think it was
like a 1960’s slumming project
for a lot of kids.’’
Herbert spoke about racism .
“ It’s always seemed that the
underlying assumption is that
black people are inferior. It’s
so Goddamn paternalistic.’’
“ Some of the most paternalis
tic programs have been endorsed
by radicals - for instance the
welfare system ,’’ continued Her
bert.
“ I don’t think that by
deciding you are a radical and that
things have to change you elim i
nate your prejudice.’’
The UNH sophomore, who plans'
to major in political science,
said that before he went into Vista
he had had theories« but no actual
knowledge of what motives work
among men.
“ People say that people should
be able to love one another,*’
said Herbert. “ Should’s d<m’t
count.
You have to find what
force works on men and the ave
nues of change most amenable to
the pec^le.’’
“ I think a lot of my naivete
about any kind of idyllic future
was destroyed,’’ continued Her
bert.
“ There w ill always be
som e kind of power c<mflict
among people.’’
Herbert plans to continue his
work with the Southern Federa
tion of Co-Operdtives this sum
mer in Atlanta, Georgia.

Freshman curfews retained
Freshmen girls will have cur
fews next year, at least during
first sem ester. The plan for s e lfimposed curfew for second s e 
m ester freshmen w ill be brought
before the University Senate in
the fall. Residence Hall Ad
visory Council tried to bring this
issu e before the University Sen
ate this past spring, but they
couldn’t get it on the agenda
because of many other topics,
such as the ROTC problem.
The
self-im posed
curfew
would go into effect at the start
of the reading period which fol
lows the Christmas vacation.
RHAC's position on the curfew
issue is based on replies to questionaires sent out to all the dorm
residents; according to Mark Wa
fers, RHAC President.
The self-im posed curfew s y s
tem began last year when the s e noir and 21-year old women were
released from their curfews. In

spring of 1968 junior women join
ed the seniors in the se lf-im 
posed curfew system . Sopho
m ores were included in the new
curfew system during first s e 
m ester of the 1968-69 school
year. The self-im posed curfew
system now includes all seniors,
juniors, and sophomores, with the
possible addition of the freshmen
second sem ester next year.
To help implement the no cur
few system a central key sy s
tem was installed in the Stoke
Hall lobby
There all keys to all women’s
dorms are kept and distributed
by an attended from 12 a.m. to
6 a.m. each night. A girl u s
ing a key form the center sim 
ply shows her student I.D. asks
for a key and signs a book.
She then drops the key into sp e
cially designated boxes in the
dorm before 7 a.m.
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BORED WITH DORMITORV LNING?

TIRED
CROWDED CONDITIONS
W ATER GUN FIGHTS

ROOM M ATES
HALL S P O R T S

T R Y AN APARTMENT
SEA CREST VILLAGE
ONLY 8 MILE FROM CAMPUS
OFFERS

LOW .RE N T S
MODERN APPLIANCES
PRIVACY FOR STUDYING COUNTRY A T M O SPH ER E
GENEROUS CLOSET SPACE
S W IM M IN G POOl S
AM PLE PARKING

AVAILABLE

SEA
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CREST VILLAGE

m

f36 57l3

APARTMENTS
ONLY $ 480 A Y EA R
GOING EAST I

WE SUPPLY THE
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Graffiti: new decortive touch
by Pat Bowie

Phrases such as “ Graffiti
Here” or
“ Help Stamp out
Graffiti” scrawled on a tem
porary wall of the main library
may be a complete mystery to
some students.
Who, or what, is graffiti?
Graffito (plural: graffiti), a
derivation of the Italian word,
“ graffio’■ meaning “ to scratch’ ’,
.s defined by Webster’s New
world Dictionary as “ an inscrip
tion or drawing scratched on
pillars, buildings, etc., as in

had been carefully blacked out.
“ Lord Hall,
Ext. 401 (Soph.
Sphinx). She is the one who got
caught running through Stoke.”
These are descriptive and to the
point,
and maybe a valuable
source of information.
George B. Nako, the phantom
English 401 instructor, has ap
parently not fled the country,
but taken up residence at James
Hall where someone has greeted
him with “ Hi Nako” scribbled

with a sample of chalk from the
geology rock collection.
■ y r
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Rome.” UNH students are arch
rivals of their Roman pre
decessors.
The most obvious inscriptions
are usually obscenities which
lack the personal touch. These
inscriptions
often refer
to
specific Greek houses.
In addition to inter-fraternity
heckling, there are residual love
platitudes scribbled everywhere
from the Hamilton Smith bulle
tin boards to the language lab
desks in Murkland Hall: “ T.R.
& K.S., true love.”
Obviously, this must be the old
est form of graffiti in Durham.
Our forefathers initialed trees
instead of pillars or walls, and
drew quaint little hearts around
them.
Friendly advice
Graffiti
may also be cate
gorized according to the pur
poses they serve. The bulletin
boards in Hamilton Smith offer
friendly advice to the public.
At the bottom of a poster de
scribing lucrative summer jobs
someone had scrawled: “ Don’t
do it, it’s a racket!”
Another piece of advice is a
description of a coed whose name

A wall on the main floor of
the library, which was recently
removed, had by far the greatest
readily available collection of
CTaffiti. Peace symbols, an aru s t’s conception of Frost’s “ The
Mending Wall” and hearts and
flowers were scattered on the
wallboard.
Other signs on the wall pro
claimed: “ Go Hawks!” , “ Rape!” ,
“ Sin Now,
Pray Later” and
“ Burn East Hall!” If you can’t
be heard at Thompson Hall, you
can be seen in writing at the
library.
Angels and Alfred E. Neuman
Some wall artists were very
philosophical. “ I feel there is
an angel in me that I am con
stantly
shocking” , reads one
statement.
Others quote con
temporary songs by Simon and
Garfunkel: “ I wish that I could
be Richard Corey” , “ Sounds
of Silence” , and “ ...T im e, see
what’s become of m e...”
Some graffiti experts vented
their frustrations by scribbling
“ Hannables Elephants are m ess
ing up the Alps” and “ Alfred
E. Neuman became deaf h ere.”
Other experts were more s c i
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''D ig it man. . .
. . .He’s human”

entific: “ Ontogeny Recapitulates
Phytogeny” .
Someone wrote, “ Hove Alice
B. Toklas” , and someone re
plied, “ I don’t, what’s wrong?”
Nadia and Bob
An eye-catching extravaganza,
a “ dangling conversation” per
haps,
on the temporary wall
reads: “ Nadia and Bob studied in
this library on Feb. 23 and left
at almost 12, because the damn
kid was about to leave us in the
dark, which we are both scared
of, so we left.”
Following this declaration of
frustration, the pair recorded
su ccessive trips to the library:
“ Tonight, we are here again,
after 15 minutes of bore(dom)
we left, see you tomorrow night.”
“ Another night. Love, U s.”
A fourth m essage responded:
“ Sorry I m issed you, do tell when
you’ll come and go again, 1 will
give you a magic potion so you’ll
nevermore fear the dark or be
bored, (signed) A. Witch”
Travels
across campus re
vealed
many
miscellaneous
groups of inscriptions such as:
“ Sodomy is the best policy,” or
“ How would you like a Hawaiian
punch?” Other included “ Ge
ology is a kind rock,” and “ God
is Dead, signed Homer. Homer is
Dead, signed God.”
The most inspiring selection of
all, however, can be found in the
language lab at Murkland. “ Soc
rates Eats Hemlock” and “ Chas
tity is its own punishment” are
the gems hidden away in the cor
ners of the lab.
There is still space available.
A nearly barren panel in the
library reads: “ This space r e 
served for foibles.”

Freshmen you’re about to en
ter the Big State U. It’s giong
to be a grind, right? The Profs
are really going to be orges,
right? They’re going to pile on
the homework, never speak to you
or any othbr lowly freshmen, and
eat you alive if you m iss a cla ss
right?
Wrong. Faculty members at
this school are so friendly that
some of them sit around all day
in their offices just waiting for
students to come to them.
According toEnglishProfessor
Don Murray, on sabbatical this
year ‘ There are teachers here
just dying to see freshm en.’ He
thinks too many frosh are in
timidated by the stature and pos
ition of the faculty. ‘We are
human,’ says Murray.
Why see a teacher?
If you’re really in trouble or
having trouble with course work,
most instructors will be glad
to help you. And if you and
your English prof share a deep
love of Chaucer, why not cul
tivate it and him over a cup
of coffee?
Of course it’s silly to expect
that every teacher here w ill w el
come you with open arm s— many
of them are busy bogged down
with committee meetings, re
search, and some of them just

G ro o ve
With the summer sounds
of
W UNH
90.3FM and 6 3 0 A M
Each nite 6 to midnight

Not only w ill faculty members
gladly see you, but members of
the administration—all the way
up to the Big Man himself. P r e si
dent John W. McConnell—also
welcome students.
‘We’ll be glad to talk to any
one who wants to talk,’ says
Executive V ice-President Jere
Chase.
Considering how many students
at other schools are complain
ing about the lack of commumication between them and the
school administration,
that’s
prom ise.
If you don’t dig differential
equations, or if uou want to know
why tuition rates are going up
make an appointment with a
teacher or a administrator and
You don’t even have to d ress up.

(
b g kebm

b . k tm e itg .

May be back in September with pneumonia.

No College Beer
COM'ORD, N.H. (AP) —
The Senate has killed a bill
which would have allowed
the sale of beer on college
campuses in the state.
The measure was sponsor
ed by Alf Jacobson, R-New
London, a professor of
government at the Colby
Junior College in N e w
London.
The upper chamber also
killed a bill Wednesday that
would have doubled the $350a-year tuition at s t a t e
vocational - technical
in
stitutes to match the tui
tion in the state university
system.

don’t like students.
The stu
dent-haters are the exception
rather than the rule and other stu
dents w ill steer you away from
them.
It’s w ise to catch faculty mem
bers after cla ss and make an
appointment rather than drop by
their offices and expect to find
them in. You can’t trust post
ed hours. One English instruc
tor a few years ago spent his
hours (three per week) at the
Memorial Unoin.

Original floor plan
of Thompson Hall
In the Ben Thompson Room of
the University Museum is a copy
of the original floor plan for
Thompson Hall, as drawn by the
Concord firm of Dow and Randlett. The interior has undergone
many changes in the past 77
years.
The only office space
was to the left of the entrance,
now used exclusively by Admis
sions. Classroom s for English
and Mathematics were on the
east side. The entire west side
was the library, with a reading
room opposite the offices, and the
remainder occupied by reference
room and stacks.
Upstairs were
four c la ss
room s, with a natural history
museum occupying a 24 foot
by 53 foot space.
In front,
under the tower, was the her
barium, with windows on three
sides.
The large room to the
right was the zoological labora
tory.
The third floor was open space,
two front rooms of equal size
were designated for society use,
but the very large hall at the
rear had various u ses.

Life studies
(Continued from page 1)
elude provisions for an execu
tive board, responsible for lead
ership in the program.
Second, more specific details
On the academic work involved
in the program are required
to insure that it ‘reflects the
spirit of the University’s gener
al education requirem ents.’
Third, the proposal must in
clude the names of those facul
ty members involved to insure
that enough faculty participation
can be guaranteed for implemen
tation.
Fourth, E llis said theporposal
must give a more detailed ex
planation of how the academic
standings of such students would
be determined.
Fifth, the proposal must ex
plain its plans for evaluating
the students involved in Life
Studies.
The other major obstacle to
implementation of the life Studies
Program is finding the necessary
funds. Fried estimated the cost
of implementation the program in
the fall at $ 6,500. Since there
is no provision in the U niversi
ty budget for this program. Funds
must come from outside sources.

A U T H O R IZ E D

VOLKSWAGEN
Sales Parts & Quality Service
Welcome to the area.
We have an excellent selection of used 100%
guaranteed VWs' on hand, plus other fine makes —
Also many new models on hand for immediate
delivery.

BERANGER MOTORS INC
R T 202 E A S T R O C H E S T E R , NEW H A M PSH IR E
PHONE 332-6242
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Campus development plans for future
whether towering concrete build
ings will replace the trees lining
College Brook.
Richard M. Brayton is the
director of physical plant devel
opment. Planning and promoting
new roads, rose gardens, parking
lots and buildings are part of his
daily routine.
Preserve Beauty
“ I don’t care if professors
can’t park beside their offices,”
he said. Brayton is more con
cerned with preserving the beauty
of the campus than building fourlane highways to connect r e si
dence halls with the library, or
parking lots in the center of
campus.
In fact, Brayton’s plans call
for the closing of some existing
roads and converting them to
pedestrian
walkways.
“ We
should have nice places to walk
where people won’t get run over,”
he said.
New roads would be
built around the borders of the
campus.
Brayton and his assistants are
so concerned about preserving
the natural beauty of Durham
that they charted every tree and
rock in the Strafford Ave. Edgewood Road area before de
ciding on a location for the New
England Regional Center for Con
tinuing Education.
Master Plan
All physical changes in the
campus go through an extensive
planning period lasting from se v 
eral
months to years.
All
development is proceeding ac
cording to a master plan which

by Ed Brodeur
“ Anyone who enjoys work can
certainly have a hell of a time in
this place.”
This sign above a secretary’s
desk in room 208 of Thompson
Hall captures the mood of the
office. It’s like a bunch of bees
building a beehive. And essen 
tially that is what they do.
Behind
the doors
of the
Physical Plant Development Of
fice, plans are made — plans
that w ill determine the present
and future physical structure of
this university, plans that will
determine whether the lawn in
front of Demeritt Hall will be
buried
under acres of asphalt
and tons of parked cars, or

Weeks Ice Cream
Shop
Dover-Somersworth
Traffic Circle

m

was instituted 15 years ago and is
constantly being revised and up
dated to anticipate future needs.
Major changes in the foresee
able future focus in the Stoke Hall
area and behind Hubbard Hall.
The Hubbard-area development
is already underway.
A 440-bed residence hall and
a new cafeteria are now under
construction. The residence hall
will have five stories with a
ten story tower. Two others like
it are in the planning stage.
Brayton described the new
dining hall now being built as a
“ much more intimate place than
Stillings and hopefully more plea
sant.”
It will consist of six sm aller
rooms rather than one large
“ m ess hall.”
Major road changes may also
make it possible to convert sev 
eral other existing streets to
pedestrian
areas as w ell as
easing traffic jams.
Ballard Street will be
turned over to pedestrians and a
new street connecting Garrison
Avenue with the Huddleston area
of Main Street may be built.
A “ m assive new adminis
trative building,” a new Inter
national House, a modern Alumni
House, “ parking space, lots of
green grass, and maybe even a
fresh water pool” may occupy
the triangle created by the new
road, according to Brayton.
A mammoth, ultra-modern
complex of buildings is also
being developed in the Strafford
Ave. area as part of the N.E.
Regional Center for Continuing
Education.
A large portion of
the funds for this project comes
from the Kellogg Foundation (the
cereal people).
Fund Shortage
Brayton explained that a short
age of state funds is a problem

in continuing campus devel
opment.
Concerning this year’s budget
he said, “ They’ll probably cut
things out because of a lack of
funds.
However, we’ve never
asked for anything we thought
we didn’t need.”
Brayton explained that the Uni
versity receives two types of
funds from the state. General
funds come from taxpayers and
pay for buildings that do not pro
vide income.
Self-liquidating projects are
built with loans and are even
tually paid for by the students.
Residence hall construction and
the Memorial Union addition are
examples.
Brayton admits that mistakes
in planning have been mnde in
the past.
“ I think the largest mistake
we’ve made over the years is
to keep the administration in
Thompson Hall,” he said. Al
though T-Hall is the oldest build
ing on campus and should be
preserved, it is not an ideal
building for administrative of
fices, Brayton explained.
Another problem, according
to Brayton, is the shortage of
centrally-located land for aca
demic buildings. He mentioned
the service building and Hewitt
Hall as two examples of cen
trally-located
buildings that
ideally should be used for aca
demic purposes.
“ We should also have more
activity areas near residence
halls. I don’t think everything
should be mud but there should
be some areas near residence
halls where you can play ball,”
he said.
“ There
are a lot of things
we’d like to be doing better than
we are.
But we are getting
there,” he said.

Federal funds
for math program
The department of Mathema
tics has scheduled a three-fold
summer program to include un
dergraduate independent study,
faculty research grants, and a
course for high school mathema
tics teachers.
Funds for this program are
provided by the National Science
Foundation. The grants include
stipends for participating high
school teachers and undergradu
ates and sa la ries for instructors
involved in the research pro
jects.
The major portion of all fed
eral funds received by the math
em atics department each year
are allocated for this summer
program “ to provide summer
employment for faculty mem
b ers,”
explained department
chairman Dr. M. Evans Munroe.
The grant s for research pro
jects vary each year depending
on the number of programs ap
proved by the foundation, and the
form of the studies involved. The
othe two programs are a type of
“ multi-term support” renewable
for several years.
The pro
grams w ill be continued provi
ded that funds are still available,
and the programs are carried
out as planned.
During the school year a se r
vice course for high school math
em atics teachers has been im 
plemented. Federal funds pro
vide a portion of the instructor’s
salary.
In addition individual research
grants supplement funds for
“ academic year release tim e.”
Consequently instructors carry a
lighter teaching load while con
ducting research.
This “ release tim e” proce
dure is not solely the result of
federal aid, however. “ As part
of department policy, we al
low release time for research.”
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Swing into Fall ’69 with a suit or co-ordinated sportsuit in solids, plaids, and stripes by outstanding names
as listed on the left.

o m o lo A ...

Attention Class of 731! Your Beanies Are Ready
BRAD MclNTIRE
Durham, New Hampshire

We suggest that you obtain them during this
orientation period and avoid the September rush!

